Simulating Events to Generate Synthetic Data for Pervasive Spaces

Abstract
Actual data collected from real deployments is ultimately the best data that can be had and used in evaluating systems and new concepts. However, available data may not be specific enough to drive certain evaluation goals. Therefore, it is necessary to propose, as an alternative, a method to generate synthetic data for pervasive spaces. A first step in this direction is trying to simulate a chain of events in the sensor output space by the use of pattern recognition models. Specifically, we propose the use of Markov Chains to generate patterns of events due to the fact that they have been used successfully to classify chains of events in machine learning and computer vision. We believe this strategy will make for a more realistic simulation of sensor activity in a pervasive space.
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Introduction
In recent years, it has become obvious that the increasing cost of building pervasive spaces and the lack of applicable data makes research in this area a bit more than difficult [1]. Not everybody has a large budget to build a pervasive space to test new algorithms and ideas. And even if budget is not an issue, it is usually very time consuming to generate enough data for a meaningful collection of patterns or events. For instance some of the available data sets are useful to some researchers but not all, depending on the events captured and the specific sensors available in the space where the data was collected. Another
difficulty is recruiting participants to perform all of the activities under all possible conditions or contexts that we wish to consider. We believe it is necessary to look for alternative ways to create focused simulations [8][9] of events to fine-tune the analysis and understanding of the specific pervasive space and its associated algorithms and applications. This early stage simulation can help researchers evaluate their ideas quickly and with reasonable accuracy.

In this paper, we propose to use a combination of Markov chains [2,11], Poisson processes [3,12] and probability distributions [4] for the simulation and generation of synthetic data for pervasive spaces. Initially, The Markov Chain will be used to generate pattern of activities based on apriori knowledge of the target user behavior. Markov chains have been successfully used in the detection and recognition of patterns of activities [5,6,10,13,14,15,16]. Here, we utilize Markov Chains in the inverse way – in generating the patterns of activities. Now, we need a way to generate random time stamps in a given time interval for each event or sensor output to be simulated. A popular way to generate time stamps in a given time interval for events is by the use of the Poisson distribution. Finally, the sensor output values will be generated using probability distributions based in apriori assumptions like the output range for each sensor.

An immediate benefit of synthetic data generation is the degree of control that can be attained. For example, we can control what patterns of activity are going to be generated, what kind of noise can be added to the patterns of activity, etc. This is something that can only be done in a limited way in a real pervasive space. For this and other reasons, we believe that the proposed idea to simulate to events or sensor outputs in smart spaces is worthwhile.

**PROPOSED ALGORITHM**

Here, we will describe the basics of the proposed data generation algorithm. More details can be found in the Technical Report describing this work (see [19]).

**Synthetic Data Algorithm**

1. Set Time Stamp = 0. This is done to have a point of reference for each element of the Markov chain.
2. Set NODE = Initial Node. Normally, the initial node represents the beginning of a specified activity.
3. Set N. This is the number of sensor outputs to be generated out of restricted set of possible sensor given a series of probabilities
4. *Chain = a storage for the Markov Chain*
5. For i = 1 to N
   a. Sample a multinomial distribution with state NODE and probability $p_1,\ldots,p_k$.
   b. Change NODE = Sample.
   c. Then:
      i. Generate a time stamp T by using the spike Poisson generator.
      j. Generate a value O using the distribution for NODE.
      k. *Chain = Chain \cup\{NODE _ID,T,O\}*
6. End For
7. Return Chain.

**Validation**

In this section, we present a brief evaluation of the proposed algorithm by looking at an actual data set, simulating the events, and then comparing actual and
We use actual data collected through an actigraph [17] device to gather data from a subject activity. Each entry in the data set contains four fields,

1. **Label** - sleep, walk, sit, read, exercise, house working.
2. **Time** – in hours.
3. **Outdoor temperature** – in Fahrenheit.
4. **Energy expenditure** – in calories.

It is natural to use the labels as our nodes in the state machine for the Markov chain. In this particular case we did not use the spike Poisson spike generator because the discrete times are measured in hours in the data set. The finite state machine for the simulation of a 50 hour period in the daily living activities of a person is given in Figure 1.

![Figure 1 State machine for the simulation of activities](image)

The edge probabilities and sensor range activities were assigned to try to resemble in the most faithful way the original activity graph (Figure 3). In this activity graph the X axis is the time axis, and the Y axis corresponds to the calories consumed.

We can see that the simulated activity graph (Figure 3) resembles the real activity graph in the succession of patterns of activity. For example, it is possible to see from hour 28 to 45 in (Figure 3) that the person transitions from walk to read activities, and then finally goes to sleep. This is similar to the patterns of activities in (Figure 2) from hour 20 to hour 32. In order to quantify these similarities in the patterns, we use dynamic time warping [18].

**Conclusion**

We believe that generating smart space data synthetically is very useful and needed. We believe that actual data collected in real deployments is best data to use, but practically, for new ideas and concepts, it is much more realistic and feasible to rely on synthesized data. We briefly presented our data generation algorithm and provided an assessment of its accuracy by comparing its output with an actual data set.
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